
How Generative 
AI Is Transforming 
the Way We Work
The global (GenAI) market is expected to reach  by 2030 at a CAGR of .1


Venture capital firms have invested more than  in generative AI solutions over the past three years, with 
AI-enabled drug discovery and software coding garnering the most investment.2


Large organizations will use AI-generated content in  of their outbound marketing messages by , an increase 
from less than  in .2

 generative AI $109.37 billion 35.6%

$1.7 billion

30% 2025
2% 2022

The Diverse Applications of 
Generative AI in Business Functions

Marketing and Sales

 Personalizatio

 Content creation

 Customer segmentatio

 Generating product user guide

 Creating company presentations

Information Technology (IT)

 Providing innovative design solution

 Writing codes and report

 Generating/auto-completing data tables

 Automating testing tasks

Risk and Legal

 Identifying potential threats by generating risk scenarios

 Drafting, reviewing, and analyzing contracts

 Outlining and highlighting revisions in lengthy documents

Research and 
Development (R&D)

 Enabling generative design of parts in 
various industries like automotive, 
manufacturing, aerospace, and defense

 Simulation and modeling

 Drug discovery

 Synthetic data creatio

 Inverse design of materials

Finance

 Fraud detectio

 Risk analysis

 Investment strategy optimization

 Building accurate financial models to predict future 
financial performance and to make informed 
business decisions

Human Resource Management

 Screening resumes and identifying suitable candidates

 Personalizing training and development programs

 Analyzing employee feedback and sentiment data

 Enabling self-serve HR capabilities like onboarding

Business Operations

 Automating repetitive tasks

 Creating and upgrading customer 
service chatbots

 Improving product design and 
development

Generative AI Driving Innovation in Industries

AI 

Retail
GenAI generates personalized 

product recommendations based on 
customer preferences and purchase 
history. AI-powered chatbots help 

customers find products and answer 
their queries.

Banking & FinTech
Generative AI is used for financial 

modeling, risk assessment, and 
fraud detection.

Manufacturing
Manufacturing uses generative AI to 

streamline processes, enhance 
product design, and minimize waste.

Media & Entertainment
A few examples of GenAI 

applications in media include 
personalized recommendations, 

visual effects, voice synthesis, and 
predictive analytics.

Fashion
GenAI is used to create new 

designs, patterns, and sustainable 
materials; help manage inventory; 

and enable virtual try-on 
experiences for customers.

Gaming
 With the extensive use of 

generative realistic game 
environments, avatars, and visual 

enhancements are possible

 AI, 
Healthcare

GenAI supports personalized patient 
care, drug development, and 

medical diagnosis

Partner With LatentView Analytics to Incorporate AI and Analytics for Actionable 
Insights, Data Democratization, and Intelligent Decision-Making
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